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At Audimute, we have an innovative approach in creating 
extraordinary sound environments. We specialize in 
eliminating your sound problems; however, our goal is to 
design solutions that reflect your personal taste and style.

Our exclusive line of Audimute Strata Stone Textured 
Accent Wall brings robust elegance into your home or 
office. Meticulously crafted from our trademarked acoustic 
absorption material eco-C-tex®, this product is one-of-a-kind. 
Included is 22-24 sq.ft. worth of material (96 pieces - (48) 30" 
and (48) 18"), with a thickness of 1.5" +/- 0.25".

Known for its natural bands of texture playing throughout, the 
final appearance of Audimute Strata Stone Texture Accent 
Wall has normal irregularities that are considered part of the 
appeal. Variations in the appearance of texture and shading 
for example, create a distinctively interesting character 
that makes this product so unique. Audimute Strata Stone 
Texture Accent Wall delivers the aesthetics of rustic natural 
stone; therefore, variations are both normal and desirable. Key 
characteristics are a dense yet porous fine-grained 
appearance. Each piece is unique with textures occurring 
naturally. Finish the product with a single color of your choice 
or create a two tone accent wall. Chose from 1,000 of colors 
from our Sherwin-Williams line or have us match any color to 
fit your décor.

AUDIMUTE STRATA®

Tileable Stone Textured Finish
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AUDIMUTE STRATA®

Tileable Stone Flat Finish

Audimute Strata Stone Flat Accent Wall in many ways is the 
big brother to our Audimute Strata Stone Textured Accent 
Wall. It has a flat stone finish that compliments a refined style 
while adding intrigue to the surface via the varying depth of 
the product. Designed with acoustic effectiveness in mind 
without compromising design. Audimute Strata Stone comes 
in nine different two tone styles and is also available in a one 
color style. Included is 22-24 sq.ft. worth of material (96 
pieces - (48) 30" and (48) 18"), with a thickness of 1.5" +/- 
0.25".
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• Pieces: 96 - (48) 30" and (48) 18"
• Depth: .625" to 3.375" (+/- 0")

CURVE: 
• Pieces: 96 - (48) 28.5625" and (48) 19.4375"
• Depth: 1.625" to 2.375" (+/- 0")

SLANT: 
• Pieces: 96 - (96) 24"
• Depth: 1" to 3" (+/- 0")

SAWTOOTH: 
• Pieces: 96 - (48) 30" and (48) 18"
• Depth: 1.5" to 2.5" (+/- 0")

AUDIMUTE STRATA®

CITYSCAPE, CURVE, SLANT, & SAWTOOTH

CITYSCAPE

CURVE

SLANTSAWTOOTH

Additional Unique Styles

Audimute Strata CItyscape, Curve, Slant, and Sawtooth are 
the newest additions to the product line. Each option has a 
unique appearance and absorbs sound as effectively as our 
Textured and Flat options. All options consist of 22-24 sq.ft. 
worth of material and can be coated with your choice of 
Sherwin-Williams paint colors.

CITYSCAPE: 
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AUDIMUTE STRATA®: 
SPECIFICATIONS

CONTENT Acoustic Absorption Substrate: P.E.T. 10% - 30%, Recycled Cotton 70% - 90%

COMPONENTS Acoustic Substrate, Coating, Installation Tape and Adhesive

DEPTH
Textured: 2.5" to 4" | Flat: 1", 1.5", 2", 2.5" , & 3" | Cityscape: .625" to 3.375"
Curve: 1.625" to 2.375" | Slant: 1" to 3" | Sawtooth: 1.5" to 2.5"

THICKNESS TOLERANCE

SQ.FT. QUANTITY 22-24 sq.ft. - Approx. 0.5 lb per piece.

FINISH OPTIONS Two Tone AcoustiColor® Coating, Single Tone AcoustiColor Coating

FACE STYLE Textured, Flat, Cityscape, Curve, Slant, Sawtooth

APPLICATION Indoor Walls

INSTALLATION Tape (included), Construction Adhesive (not included)

HANDLING / CARE
When handling panels make sure hands are clean and oil free. 
Vacuuming or light brushing is recommended to prevent dust and soil buildup.

STORAGE

Must be stored in a dry place. Delivery Packaging is not ideal for storage purposes.  
It is advised to place a polyethylene cover over the stack when packaging is removed,  
to reduce moisture absorption. It is recommended that product be stored horizontally.  
It is recommended that product should not be stacked. It is strongly recommended  to 
avoid storage longer than 6 months. Do not allow water to come into direct contact with 
the material during storage. Store in a cool dry space 55°F - 85°F.

FIRE RATING ASTM E84 Class A.

COLOR FASTNESS TO LIGHT Grade 4 min. at 40 hours

COLOR FASTNESS TO CROCK Grade 4 min. dry, Grade 3 min. wet

ACOUSTIC RATING NRC: 0.95

Textured: +/- 0.25"
Flat, Cityscape, Curve, Slant, & Sawtooth: +/- 0.25" 
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The possibilities are endless.

There are 1,000’s of color options to choose from Sherwin-Williams’ line of acoustical 
coatings. We can also match colors from other commercial paint manufacturers.  

With Audimute Strata, you have the opportunity to match the décor of any space. Our 
coated acoustic panels are made from recycled cotton and paper products which gives 
a unique textured finish. 

NOTE: Color matching cannot be guaranteed across shipments from different orders
and variation may be more pronounced beyond the normal commercial range.

AcoustiColor Swatch DetailAudimute Strata Stone Textured Accent Wall

AUDIMUTE STRATA®: 
ACOUSTICOLOR® COATING OPTIONS
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Add exceptional sound absorption, superior aesthetics, and design flexibility 
that reflects your individual personality and style. 

Audimute Strata Accent Walls are lightweight and create a modern appearance 
combined with noise reduction and reverberation control. Stylish lines and soft 
shapes suspend horizontally from the ceiling and absorb sound across their entire  
surface for unequaled acoustical performance. Because Audimute Strata is created 
using recycled materials, natural variations in texture and shading can occur.

AUDIMUTE STRATA®: 
ACOUSTICOLOR® COATING OPTIONS

Indigo Slate

Arizona Sky

Commanding Clay

Granite Run

Shady Gray

Serious Sandstone

Sand Dune

Indigo Night

Red Rocking Slate
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AUDIMUTE STRATA®: 
ACOUSTICOLOR® COATING OPTIONS

Software

Tavern Taupe

Stone White

Hep Green

Tricorn Black

Great Falls

Custom Color

Amazing Gray

Blue Chip

Argos

Cobble Brown

Organic Green

Daisy Tango Redbud Vigorous Violet

Custom
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AUDIMUTE STRATA®: 
ACOUSTIC TESTING

audimute.com

1.866.505.MUTE

STRATA STONE ACCENT WALL

TEST Report Audimute 1-1/2”  AcoustiColor® Product 
The test report quotes the frequency dependent
sound absorption data as well as the single number
ratings. Data taken from Test Report RAL-A17-297
conducted by Riverbank Acoustical Laboratories.
Complete test results are available upon request.

Acoustic Testing
(ASTM C423-17)

2/18

FREQUENCY (HZ) ABSORPTION 
COEFFICIENT

100 0.13

125 0.23

160 0.29

200 0.43

250 0.62

315 0.87

400 0.96

500 1.04

630 1.07

800 1.09

1000 1.11

1250 1.14

1600 1.10

2000 1.10

2500 1.09

3150 1.06

4000 1.07

5000 1.06

Audimute Strata Test Report

The test report quotes the frequency dependent sound absorption data  
as well as the single number ratings. Data taken from Test Report RAL-A17-297 
conducted by Riverbank Acoustical Laboratories. Complete test results are  
available upon request.

SOUND ABSORPTION REPORT
RAL-A17-297
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Step 1: Apply the tape vertically to the wall, about 9"-16" apart.

Audimute Strata® Installation Instructions: 
AUDIMUTE STRATA TAPE (Included) & 

LOCTITE® POWER GRAB® EXPRESS HEAVY DUTY (Not Included)

Audimute Strata consists of pieces in multiple sizes. To install, you will just need the 
included Audimute Strata Tape and Loctite Power Grab Express Heavy Duty adhesive. 
Use a retractable utility knife and a T-square to cut the pieces if needed for an exact fit. 
Curve, Slant, and Sawtooth styles should be installed with the pieces mindfully applied 
to achieve the desired look.
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Step 2: Starting from where the lowest row will be, apply adhesive between the tape, 
using just enough to add Audimute Strata pieces before the adhesive dries.

Step 3: Add pieces to create the first row, then work your way up the wall by adding 
more adhesive and pieces, cutting the pieces if needed. Please note, pressing down 
too hard from the top of the pieces when stacking them may result in less total sqft.



Our founder Mitch Zlotnik loved his drums  

and respected his neighbors. So he invented 

a versatile sound absorption solution a 

musician could af ford and a neighbor would 

love. Today our invention, eco-C-tex® is the 

key ingredient in a versatile suite of sound 

absorption and sound proofing solutions. 

Proudly made from 100% recycled materials, 

Audimute products are revolutionizing 

the way people experience work, worship, 

enter tainment, and their home.

Mitch Zlotnik  
Founder & President of Audimute

1.866.505.MUTE

sales@audimute.com

 9 am – 5 pm, Monday – Friday EST.
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